
Test drive the value 
of Sentinel

Cloud Direct will work with 
you to deploy and monitor 

select workloads in order for 
you to gain an 

understanding of the 
benefits of Sentinel whilst 

building up confidence and 
knowledge of the solution.

 Microsoft resource 
access

As an Azure Expert MSP Cloud 
Direct has a close working 
relationship with Microsoft 

providing access to resources for 
our customers. For this service 
we will look to gain access to 

resources that aid your project 
from additional Microsoft 

expertise to funding.

Any organisation any 
size

Sentinel can be adopted by 
organisations of any size to 
keep them protected. The 

workshop is a great 
opportunity to make sure 
Sentinel will work for your 

business risk free whilst 
keeping costs to a minimum.

Why Cloud Direct?

Microsoft Azure Expert MSP partner (audited 
annually by Microsoft)

Contact Cloud Direct

Talk to our experts and discover 
how Cloud Direct can support your 
business to achieve fearless 
growth:

0800 0315 966
enquiries@clouddirect.net
www.clouddirect.net

Azure Sentinel Workshop
Getting to grips with best-in-class security

Azure Sentinel is the pinnacle of current security technology to keep your 
organisation secure against the risk of external threats.

But how does it work and how can it work for you? The Azure Sentinel Workshop is 
a 6 week engagement that helps you to understand and test Sentinel within your 
technology estate allowing you to see its value before committing to a full roll out.

Whether you have a security operations team or not the workshop caters for both 
scenarios and is an ideal way to test Sentinel out risk free. By selecting a few 
workloads to begin with, the engagement will take you through how Sentinel can 
keep you protected and help you to understand the monitoring outputs that 
accelerate your incident remediation and reduce downtime.

CAF and Co-Sell ready Microsoft Partner

Cloud first MSP - specialists in cloud 
solutions




